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Figure 3: An example of facial expression evaluation. The face on the left
presents an incorrect expression, thus orange and red arrows appear to
guide the user. The face on the right is appropriate – all of the markers are
green and it does not require any change. 

One of the 3 main communication channels is facial expressions. Our AI
models evaluate them and explain to the user which parts of the face
reflect the given expression correctly, what should be improved and how. It
is crucial to present an appropriate facial expression given the situation, yet
very often people are not properly showing it and are not even aware of
their problem.

The Cognity is a platform for social skills learning. Its exercises are fully
automated and powered by AI, enabling users to work on their own. They
can train without pressure from others, getting constant feedback
regarding the exercise execution and possible improvements. The platform
has been developed with psychologists and neuroscientists.

Figure 1: The schema of the AI-based solution for learning social skills. The
user can choose a skill to learn, then read the theory and finally enter the
feedback loop. The feedback loop consists of completing the exercise and
receiving personalized feedback from the AI models – what has been done
right or wrong and why, as well as appropriate tips on how to improve.

Social skills can be decomposed into several factors. The 3 main channels
of communication are facial expressions, voice intonation and said words.
We are focusing on all of them, but we want to also increase empathy and
develop proper reactions to social situations.

Figure 2: The main focus areas of The Cognity.
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Can AI teach people social skills?

The chatbot exercise gives users a trial walkthrough through
uncomfortable situations and finding the most appropriate behaviour.
The bot judges whether  the response is appropriate given the context,
explains why it is or is not appropriate, and suggests other approaches.
The exercise helps in preparation for uncomfortable, unpleasant or non-
standard situations and skilfully handling them.

Many people tend to speak with a flat voice intonation and thus lose
information. We help our users develop a proper and conscious voice by
decomposing it into 8 emotions. Users can visually analyse their speech
and adjust accordingly. This is helpful for everyday conversations, training
public speaking and presenting.

Figure 4: An example of the decomposition of voice and part of the
feedback loop. The user said the phrase putting anger and disgust into the
voice, not necessarily consciously. They can now listen to it again and see
how various parts of it could be understood by others.

Figure 5: An example scenario to go through. Here, the user is late with a
task, because the manager (Michael) gave him or her several new
responsibilities and requirements. Michael is a demanding, and not an
understanding person. The user can go through the conversation in any way
they want and our model will evaluate the responses, explain their social
meaning and, if necessary, suggest a different approach.
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